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Steady motion of thin profile near interface of two heavy fluids 

V. V. GOLOVCHENKO and D. N. GORELOV (NOVOSffiiRSK) 

A NON-LINEAR problem of the motion of a thin profile at a constant velocity near the interface 
of two heavy fluids having different densities has been considered. The problem is reduced 
to a system of non-linear equations. The solution of the latter determines the shape of the interface, 
pressure distribution along this interface and hydrodynamic reactions on the profile. Some 
results of calculations for the air-water media are given. 

Rozwai:ono nieliniowe zagadnienie cienkiego profilu poruszaj~cego si~ ze stal~ pr~dko8ci~ 
w pobliZ,u powierzchni rozdzialu dw6ch plyn6w ci~i:kich o r6i:nych g~sto8ciach. Problem spro
wadzono do ukladu r6wnan nieliniowych, kt6rego rozwi~nie okresla ksztalt powierzchni 
rozdzialu, rozklad cisnien wzdlui: tej powierzchni i reakcje hydrodynamiczne wyst~puj~ce 
na profilu. Podano pewne wyniki obliczen dotyc~ce osrodk6w wodno-powietrznych. 

PaccMoTpeHa Hemm:eHIIWI 3a]:la'tla TOHI<oro npo<l>HJUI ,wJIDI<yi.Ueroc.R: c nocrommoH: cKopoCTLIO 
B6JIH3H nosepXHOCTH pa3.1leJia ,w3yx T.R:>f<eJibiX >f<H.z:n<ocreH: c pa3HbiMH nJIOTHOCT.R:MH. 3a]:laqa 
CBO.lUITC.R: K CHCTeMe HeJIHHeH:Hboc ypasHeHHH:, pemeHHe KoTopoH: onpe~eJI.R:eT <PopMy nosepx
HOCTH pa3~ena, pacnpe~eneHHe ~asneHHH: B~OJI& 3TOH nosepXHoCTH H nmpo~aMH'tleCKHe 
peaKUHH BbzcrynaroiLtHe Ha npO<fmne. llpHBe~eHbi HeKoTopbie pe3ym.TaTbi BblliHCJieHHH:, 
KacaiOil\HeC.R: BO~o-B03JzyiiJHbiX cpe~. 

THE PROBLEM of wing motion ,near an interface of two fluids has been considered in a great 
number of papers in which the flow was assumed to be two-dimensional and fluid interface 
to be free surface, the pressure being constant. Most problems were solved in terms of the 
linear theory of small disturbances; the non-linear theory was only used for problems 
of motion of the vortex with a given intensity (e.g., see f1, 2, 3]). 

The present paper gives a solution to the non-linear problem of the thin profile steady 
motion near the interface of two heavy fluids in a more general statement, without assu
ming that on this interface the pressure is constant. The problem is reduced to the system 
of non-linear equations. The solution of this system determines the shape of the interface, 
the pressure distribution the realong and the hydrodynamic reactions on the profile. Some 
results of calculations for an air-water medium are also given. 

1. Let us consider the motion of the profile at constant velocity V 00 near the interface 
of two fluids having different densities, e1 and (h. The general assumptions are: 

(a) Fluids are heavy, perfect and incompressible. 
(b) The flow is steady, two-dimensionaJ and potential. 
(c) The profile is a plate of negligible thickness. 
The axis of the fixed coordinates Ox and Oy is taken as shown in Fig. 1. The perfect

fluid equations in regions D1 and D2 (see Fig. 1) are 

1 
vkVvt = --Vp-g, 

flk 
(1) 

(2) diVVt = 0, rotvt=O, 
k = 1, 2, 
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where vk( vkx, vk,), g(O, -g) are the velocity and acceleration of the gravity vectors, respective
ly; p is the hydrodynamic pressure. 

Equations (1) and (2) must be solved under corresponding boundary conditions which 
will be formulated below. 

From Eq. (1) we have Bernouli's equation: 

(3) 
1 

pfgk+ 2(vk. vk)+gy = ck, ck = const, k = 1,2. 

Equations (2) are Cauchy-Riemann's conditions for the function 

(4) 

V <XI 

L=y=F(x) 
D1 P1.-v1 

D2. 
a 

Pz,vz 
X 

Fro. 1. 

Accordingly, we will find the analytical functions 

(5) 
at z e D 1 , 

at z e D2 

which satisfy the following boundary conditions. 

(6) 

(7) 

The normal velocities at the profile and the interface are zero 

Im{v(C1)[1 +iF'(x)]} = 0 at cl ELl' 

Im{v(C2)[1 +if'(x)]} = 0 at c2 EL. 

The pressure is continuous across the interface 

(8) limp(z1) = limp(z2 ) at C e L, zk e Dk, k = 1, 2. 
Zl-+C Z2-+C 

The conditions at infinity are 

(9) lim v(z) = V00 , lim f(x) = 0. 
lzl-+oo x-+-oo 

Kutta-Joukovski's condition at the trailing edge point is 

(10) Iim lv(Cl)l < ex:> at cl ELl. 
c,-..z. 

This problem contains 3 unknown functions: two components V:o vy of the ;omplex
conjugate velocity v = vx- iv, and the function determining the interface. 
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2. The analytical function v(z) may be represented by the Cauchy's integral 

(11) v(z) = Voo+ ~ J 'Yt(C1)dCt +-1. j' y(C)dC 
2nz C1 -z 2nz C-z ' 

L 1 L 

where y 1 ( C 1), y( C) are new unknown functions. 
Substituting Eq. (11) into Eqs. (6) and (7) we have two equations with respect to the 

functions y1 , y and f. To obtain the third equation let us consider condition (8). Taking 
into account Bernoulli's integrals (3) this condition can be written in the form 

(12) [2gf(x)- V!](e 1 - £?2) = ezlim v(z2)v(zz)- e1 lim v(zt)v(z1) 
z,-..c z,-..c 

According to Condition (7) and Plemeli-Sokhotski's formulas [4] we can write 

(13) 

lim v(z1)v(z1) = [vo(C)-
2
1 

y(C)]
2

, 
z,-..c 

where 

(14) V. (C) = Relv (C) 1 +if'(x) } 
0 l 0 y1 + (f'(x))2 

and the function v0 (C) is determined by Formula (ll) at z e L (the second integral is 
considered here in the Cauchy sense). Substituting Eqs. (13) into Eq. (12) we obtain the 
following third equation for the unknown functions: 

(15) 

where 

(16) e2 -e~ 
e*=e2+e1· 

3. The system of equations (6), (7) and (15) is non-linear. It was solved numerically 
using the method of successive approximation. As a result, the functions y1, y and fare 
determined for the given parameters e*' bfh (b is the profile chord, his the distance from 
the middle of the chord to the undisturbed interface) and the Froude number F, = V~f(gb). 
Knowing these functions, one can determine the total hydrodynamic force on the profile 
Y = If2e 1 V!bC,aiX, where IX is the angle of attack. 

To take an example, the calculations are suggested for a plate moving in· air near 
a water surface. The results are given in Figs. 2-4. 

The Froude number effect on the lifting force coefficient c,IZ at IX = 0.1 for different 
distances from the undisturbed interface is represented in Figs. 3, 4. The sharp change 
of the force coefficient is observed for narrow regions in the vicinity of the Froude numbers 
F, = I and F, = 1.5. This effect is associated with the interface shape instability for these 
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Froude numbers (see Fig. 3). At the further increase of th~ Froude number the coefficient 
C,~~. slightly depends on F,. Moreover, at F, > 10 which are of practical interest the coeffi· 
cient c,~~. is close to the corresponding value at F, = 0 (this value corresponds to the profile 
motion near a solid plane). Figure 4 which shows the dependence of the coefficient C111 

on the b/h parameter for different values of the angle of attack a;, illustrates it rather well. 
The solid line corresponds to F, = 0, and the dashed line to F, = 100. The given results 
show sufficient non-linear dependence of the profile lifting force on the angle of attack. 
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